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Deep-Learning based Model for Prediction of
Crowding in Public Transit System

Arpit Shrivastava, Devesh Pratap Singh, Itisha Jain, Amit Agarwal*

Abstract—Crowding in public transport (PT) is one of the
reasons which nudges the road users to shift from PT to private
modes of transport. To provide the passengers a facility to plan
their trips as per the dynamic crowding levels, this work proposes
a framework for a Passenger Information System (PIS), in which
the transit choices are differentiated with respect to crowding
levels on the transit routes at different times of the day. For
the crowding prediction, firstly, the Transit Segment Relations
(TSR) are constituted and used to make clusters based on the
ridership index. Further, a time-series model is trained for each
cluster using boarding TSR. A case study of Bhubaneswar, India
is presented, and three months of ticketing data are used to
demonstrate the performance of the proposed prediction model.
The prediction model is integrated in the PIS to expedite various
route choices.

Index Terms—Public Transport, Occupancy, Crowding, Affin-
ity Propogation, LSTM

I. INTRODUCTION

Public Transport (PT) is a vital part of the urban transport
system in most urban agglomerations. However, many PT sys-
tems are experiencing increasing crowding levels at different
times of the day. In-vehicle and at stop crowding have negative
impact on the comfort and satisfaction of travelers as well as
increase the dwell time that may provoke the transition from
PT to private transport or keeping private users away from PT
[1]. In addition, the COVID pandemic has stuck the public
transit ridership severely by shifting the passengers to private
motorized vehicles due to chances of getting infection in the
crowded places [2]–[4]. Addition of more supply is unlikely
to satisfy the travel demand and physical distance norms [5].
The exigency to recover from the pandemic has paved the
immediate need for a system that can provide alternatives
based on crowding levels. In other words, a passenger may
adapt to different departure time and PT route to experience
lesser crowding levels. However, it will be possible only if
a Passenger Information System (PIS) incorporates the real-
time crowding/ riding index while proposing the alternative
routes. This work attempts to develop a PIS framework, which
recommends the alternative choices based on the dynamic
occupancy levels in the transit vehicles.

An increasing usage of automated fare collection (AFC)
using smart card data or electronic ticketing facilitate the
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travelers (comfort, convenience, faster boarding/ alighting,
etc.) as well as operators (lesser operational costs, lesser
cycle time, etc.) and planners (insights from the data). The
electronic ticketing machine (ETM) or smart-card systems
produce large amount of high quality data. It can be used for
strategic, tactical and operation analysis [6]. Chen and Fan [7]
reviews literature, which are based on smart-card data (SCD).
However, this work does not include many other prediction
based studies, which are also exploiting the smart-card data.
Table I exhibits various studies in the last decade or so, that
use smart-card or ETM data for various analyses, estimation
and prediction. The applications of SCD/ ETM include spatio-
temporal variation in the of public transit network [8], analysis
of travel patterns of passengers [9], identification of the trip
purposes of transit users [10], [11], extraction of locations
(boarding stops [7], destination stops [12], home locations
[10]), inference about the employment status [13], anomaly
detection in rail ticketing data [14], prediction of bus-bunching
on various transit routes [15], [16], estimation/ prediction of
public transit OD flows [17], [18], prediction of passenger
flow [19]–[24], prediction of ridership [25], prediction for
passenger trips [26], etc. Clearly, the SCD/ ETM data has huge
potential for various use cases. The present study also attempt
to exploit the ETM data to determine the occupancy levels of
the transit vehicles and use them for short-term prediction of
crowding in the transit vehicles.

The occupancy in a transit vehicle can be estimated if
details about number of boarding and alighting passengers at
each stop is available. Equation (1) shows that the passenger
volume (Pn) after departure from stop n is difference of sum
of boarded passengers (bi) from first stop to nth stop and sum
of alighted passengers (ai) from second stop to nth stop.

Pn =

n∑
i=1

bi −
n∑

i=2

ai (1)

Typically, the capacity of a transit vehicle is defined as the
sum of seating and standing capacities. The latter depends on
the desired person density (i.e., number of persons standing per
m2). An increasing passengers density will reduce the comfort,
level of service [27], [28] and negatively affect the dwell
time. To determine the standing capacity, a level of service
is decided during the planning stage. If the passenger volume
between two stop exceeds the seating capacity of the transit
vehicle, an increase in the number of standing passenger leads
to rising levels of crowding. Consequently, higher crowding
for longer duration is likely to reduce the overall modal share
of public transit.
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Table I. Studies using data from smart card/ electronic ticketing machine data

Application study method/ model location

measure variability of PT [8] Transportation object-oriented modeling and clus-
tering

Gatineau, Canada

travel patterns of passengers [9] DBSCAN, K-Means, rough-set based algorithm Beijing, China

bus bunching prediction [15] Least Squares SVM Beijing, China

[16] Supply-demand seq2seq model (CNN, LSTM) Sydney, Australia

(A) infer home location and (B) trip
purpose

[10] (A) → center point based algorithm and (B) →
rule based approach

Beijing, China

infer trip purpose [11] rule-based modeling Queensland, Australia

forecasting destinations [12] deep learning Seoul, Korea

boarding location extraction [7] clustering 4 bus routes in Guangzhou, China

infer employment status of passengers [13] CNN London, U.K.

OD flow prediction/ estimation [18] LSTM MTR lines Hong Kong

[17] trip chaining Brisbane, Queensland, Australia

ridership prediction [25] simple what-if analysis The Hague, Netherland

passenger flow prediction

[19] Kalman filtering and KNN LRT Line Changchun, China

[20] Cluster-Based LSTM Beijing, China

[21] ARIMA and GARCH models (for special events
only)

two stations (close to Olympic sports
center), Nanjing, China

[22] spatio-temporal LSTM Beijing Metro Airport Line

[23] LSTM 2 bus lines in Guangzhou, China

[24] LSTM Metro line Kochi, India

anomaly detection in railway ticketing [14] pre-wavelet LSTM China

passenger trips prediction [26] NLP based Back propogation Queensland, Australia

Information about crowding/ occupancy at different time of
the day may assist the passengers in planning their trips. For
this, prediction of occupancy in the transit vehicles is required.
There are plenty of studies in the literature, which uses various
machine/ deep learning models in public transit planning,
operation, scheduling, etc., (c.f., Table I). For instance, 1) a hy-
brid stacked autoencoders (SAE) deep neural network (DNN)
model was proposed to predict the passenger flow on four bus
lines [29] 2) a natural language processing (NLP) based back
propogation neural network model is developed for prediction
of passengers in PT [26] 3) least square Support Vector
Machine (SVM) is used for prediction of bus bunching [15],
4) CNN is used to predict the employment status of passengers
[13], 5) random forest is used to predict the crowding level
using automated passenger count data in Pittsburgh [30], etc.

Occupancy level in PT depends on many external factors
(e.g., time of the day, day of the week, recurring events,
weather, etc.) but these show high temporal dependency. Thus,
the prediction model must have time dependence to explain the
periodicity and variance in the past data of the occupancy of
transit vehicles. For such purposes, use of Long Short Term
Memory (LSTM) is quite common due to its performance
[31]. LSTM models are very popular in different domains of
transportation, e.g., (a) to forecast traffic in short-term [32],
(b) to predict the bicycle sharing usages [33], (c) to predict
particulate matter [34], (d) to forecast the short-term train
loads [35], etc. Table I exhibits various prediction models

which use LSTM directly or integrates LSTM with other
models for PT. For instance, (a) to predict the bus bunching
[16], (b) to predict the short-term OD flows in urban rail
system [18], (c) to detect anomaly in Chinese railway ticketing
data [14], (d) to predict the bus arrival time [36], (e) to predict
the passenger flow [20], [22]–[24], (f) to forecast the passenger
travel demand using automated passenger count data [37], etc.

From the aforementioned studies, it can be inferred that
LSTM based prediction models can be be employed for the
data with temporal variability. It has abstraction capabilities
of neural networks to exploit the structural regularity of
the time series data. On the other hand, the prediction of
occupancy in the transit vehicles will not only help the existing
passengers in planning their trips but also may attract the users
of private modes of transportation. As per the authors best
knowledge, literature lacks in such prediction model as well
as passenger information system which provides alternatives
while incorporating the crowding levels in the routing. For the
prediction model, the following research gaps are identified.
(i) The scope of many studies is limited to a few stations or a
few lines rather than focusing on the whole transit system in
the region. (ii) The temporal variation is included in various
LSTM models; however, very few studies included the spatio-
temporal variability in the prediction function. (iii) Typically,
the prediction models in PT domain are trained at aggregate
levels to have a correlation in the consecutive time-bins, which
is likely to have a better performing LSTM model. However,
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the granularity of the model is compromised in such cases.
Therefore, the present study proposes a cluster-based, long-

short term memory (CB-LSTM) model for prediction of
occupancy in transit vehicles and crowding levels for each
transit choice, which is applicable for all transit systems in a
region. Further, the present study maintains the granularity to
a transit stop for each trip. The proposed prediction model is
integrated in the form of a crowding toolbox to a passenger
information system which embeds the crowding levels in the
transit choices.

II. CROWDING TOOLBOX

This section explains the crowding toolbox. The various
steps are depicted in Figure 1.

ETM Raw  
data

Feature
preparation

Occupancy

TSR boarding

TSR Ridership
index

Toolbox Output

Real-time
Occupancy
Extractor

Real-time transit
vehicle

occupancy

Crowding API

LSTMAP Clustering

Fig. 1. Schematic of the prediction model and crowding toolbox

In the present work, transit path represents the route between
an OD pair, which may consists of trips of different transit
routes, i.e., including transfers. A transit route (or transit line)
offers various trips throughout the day. A segment is portion
of a trip between two consecutive stops in one direction.

A. ETM data

Typically, the Electronic Ticketing Machine (ETM) data
comprise the following fields, “from station, to station, trip
start time, total fare collected, vehicle number, transit mode,
route number, timestamp”, etc., corresponding to every ticket
raised. It may have other fields as per the use case in different
cities. However, these are the fields which are required and
used in the present work. This data is called as raw data.
The raw data is cleaned for possible errors, null values, etc.,
and prepared/ transformed for some missing, illogical entries.
For this purpose, other data sources (e.g., operator/ agency’s
website) is referred.

B. Features preparation

This section describes the various features which are used
in the prediction model.

1) Calculation of occupancy: The occupancy for each
segment for a given route and time is determined as follows.
(A) The number of passengers boarding at each stop is

required. It is estimated by dividing total fare collected
(in ETM data) by the minimum fare for the given from
and to stops.

(B) The raw data is sorted for the timestamp (increasing
order).

(C) For each trip of a transit route, the sequence of the transit
stops is verified using General Transit Feed Specification
(GTFS). Further, the boarding and alighting passenger
values of a transit trip are aggregated to get the occupancy
at each segment of the given transit trip.

(D) The segmental occupancies (Pr,n; between stops n and
n+1 of a transit route) are calculated for whole duration
of the raw data.

The passenger occupancy (Pr,n) at nth stop on one of the trips
for a given transit route (r) can be written as:

Pr,n =

n∑
j=1

br,j −
n∑

j=2

ar,j (2)

where, br,j and ar,j are number of persons boarded and
alighted at stop j of transit route r.

2) Transit Segment Relation (TSR): To maintain highest
level of granularity, a ‘Transit Segment Relation (TSR)’ is
defined for two consecutive transit stops (i and i+ 1) in one
hour time bin, which starts from si (e.g., start of clock hour,
the departure time of the first trip, etc.) for the stop i, i.e.,

TSRi = f(i, si)

For instance, if a transit stop is served between 05:40 and
23:40, 19/ 18 TSRs will be considered for the stop and the si
for first three TSR could be 05:00, 06:00, 07:00 (Section II-B3)
or 05:40, 06:40 and 07:40 (see Section II-B4), respectively.
TSR is created and used in clustering (see Section II-C) and
LSTM (see Section II-D).

3) Calculation of TSR ridership index: In the clustering
(see Section II-C), TSR ridership index is used as a feature.
In contrast to TSR boarding for time-series model (Sec-
tion II-B4), the TSR ridership index is determined for each
route (e.g., blue and black lines separately in Figure 2) and as
a ratio (i.e., between 0 and 1). TSR ridership Index is defined
as the ratio of the hourly ridership on a route over the daily
ridership for the route (i.e., during operational hours). This is
used to capture passenger flow variations throughout a day for
the given route while ignoring the ridership volume to some
extent. The TSR ridership index is a route-specific number to
assist in the clusters.

RITSRi,r =

t=ci+1∑
t=ci

bi,r,t

t=H∑
t=1

bi,r,t

(3)

Equation (3) represents the ratio of passenger boarding at a
stop i in an hour for a transit route r (i.e., sum over all trips
in that hour) to the total passenger boarding from the stop i
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for the route r in the whole duration of operation (H , i.e., all
trips). ci is clock hour.

A B C

Fig. 2. Schematic of bus lines to show TSR

4) Calculation of TSR boarding: In the time-series model
(see Section II-D), passenger boarding for each segment is
required as a feature, which vary with respect to time of the
day. For the prediction of the occupancy, the temporal trend
of passenger boarding for each segment is a very important
feature. Therefore, TSR boarding (bTSRi

) are defined and
estimated as shown in Equation (4).

bTSRi =

t=di∑
t=di−1

bi,t (4)

where, bi,t denotes the boarding at stop i for the trip
departing at t from stop i. Thus, bTSR represents the sum of
all boarding at stop i (towards stop i + 1), which happens
between time di−1 to di irrespective of transit route (i.e., sum
of boarding at stop A for black and blue lines in Figure 2).
Here di is the departure time of the first bus in the time bin
(see Section II-B2 for an example of TSR and di). This is
determined by aggregating the boarding passengers for each
TSR.

C. Affinity Propagation Clustering
The clustering is the first step in the prediction modeling

due to the fact that a prediction model for each TSR is not
an efficient way for a larger urban area and will be compu-
tationally expensive and practically not feasible to outline the
model architecture of each TSR. Therefore, similar to the past
study [20], based on the assumption that some of the stops
would have similar boarding patterns and some other will have
another patterns, a clustering is performed. In this way, not
only the requirement of number of models and computational
resources will reduce but will maintain a TSR patterns too.

At first, most common K-means/ K-centered clustering
was tried, however, there was a lack of clarity on number
of clusters using elbow-method. Thus, to avoid the need
of determining the number of clusters in advance, affinity
propagation clustering algorithm is used, which performs
better than K-centered [38]. Affinity Propagation Clustering
(APC) algorithm simultaneously considers all data points as
potential exemplars, and it recursively transmits real-valued
messages along edges of the network until a good set of
centers and corresponding clusters are generated [39]. Affinity
propagation has many advantages such as quick convergence,
good precision, etc. The algorithm takes as input a collection
of real-valued similarities between data points, where the
similarity s(TSRr,i,TSRr,k) indicates how well the TSRr with
index k is suited to be the exemplar for TSRr with index i.

This provides multiple clusters have similar boarding (load-
ing) patterns and thus, a time-series model is developed for

each cluster without losing the granularity. To identify a
cluster, TSR and route details will be required.

D. Time Series Model

As discussed previously, the occupancy levels in PT have
high temporal dependency. In this study, ETM data is used
for crowding prediction. A gated Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) suits best for this kind of data. A commonly used
example of gated RNN is Long Short Term Memory (LSTM).
The architecture of the model with LSTM and time distributed
fully connected layers can serve the purpose of short term
prediction of the occupancy of future trips [35]. The combi-
nation of convolutional layers with LSTM layers allows taking
spatial, temporal and exogenous dependencies into account as
explained in next sections.

Fig. 3. LSTM unit architecture

1) LSTM unit architecture:

ft = σ(Wf · [ht−1, xt] + bf ) (5)
it = σ(Wi · [ht−1, xt] + bi) (6)

C̃t = tanh(WC · [ht−1, xt] + bC) (7)

Ct = ft × Ct−1 + it × C̃t (8)
ot = σ(Wo · [ht−1, xt] + bo) (9)
ht = Ot × tanh(Ct) (10)

The LSTM unit architecture is shown in Figure 3. From
Equations (5) to (10), two activation functions are used; they
are σ (sigmoid) and tanh (hyperbolic tangent) and are given
by 1

1+e−x and ex−e−x

ex+e−x respectively. Equations (5) to (10)
represent the forget gate value, input gate value, candidate
value, direct output value, output gate value and new candidate
value respectively. W s and bs represent the weight matrices
and bias vectors respectively.

2) LSTM model architecture:

xt = [bTSRi
, Pr,n] (11)

Firstly, let X be the input matrix, which has slices as xt; in
other words, X = {x1, x2, x3, ...xT }. The slice of input matrix
(xt) is defined as shown in Equation (11), where extraction of
features bTSRi and Pr,n are explained in Section II-B. The size
of the input matrix is [N − ℓ+1, ℓ, 2], where N is number of
trips for the region including all transit routes, ℓ is lookback
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Fig. 4. LSTM model architecture

factor and last number denotes the number of features (i.e., 2).
The input matrix is normalized (using min-max scaler) to bring
the magnitudes of features (representing different entities) in
the similar ranges.

Figure 4 shows the LSTM model architecture used in the
present study. Combination of LSTM layers with some dropout
layers in-between (if required) and fully connected layers
are used for prediction purposes. Typically, there are many
optimization functions available, such as, Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD), Adagrad, AdaDelta, etc. However, in the
present work, SGD is used due to the likelihood to reach to
global minima compared to other optimization functions [40].
For the loss function, root mean squared error is used. In the
final prediction layer, Rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation
function is used to get output as predicted passenger counts.

E. Crowding API

At first, affinity propagation based clustering is performed
(see Section II-C) to get the fewer cluster from a large
number of possible TSRs in a real-world scenario. In other
words, based on the similar temporal patterns, the need to
have a unique model architecture for each transit stop is
eliminated which is, in-general, not practical. For each cluster,
a time-series model architecture is finalized (see Section II-D)
which predicts the short-term crowding levels for each transit
segment (i.e., number of passengers traveling between stop
n and n + 1). This combination enables to maintain the
granularity at a transit stop level.

To facilitate the crowding levels for each TSR, a crowding
API is developed. The trained model is picked based on the
clusters of TSRs. The inputs for the crowding API are a
series of transit stops (i.e., transit path coming from transit

router, see Section III-B), connecting transit routes and stop-
to-stop travel times. The stops are not necessarily belong to
one transit route. From the transit stops, transit route and stop-
to-stop travel time, TSRs are determined, which are used to
identify the cluster. Since a transit stop can be part of various
transit routes, transit route detail is also required to identify the
cluster. Thus, corresponding to identified cluster, the trained
time-series model is used to estimate the predicted number of
persons in the transit vehicle. The stop-to-stop travel time and
predicted number of persons are further used to estimate the
crowding index.

A crowding index is defined to include the effect of seating
and standing passengers between two consecutive stops for
each transit path. As identified in the literature that traveling
while standing is more burdensome than traveling in the sitting
condition [27], [41], it is included in the travel cost function
(see Equation (12)) of a transit path. The travel cost for a
transit path is estimated at upstream transit stop (i.e., initiation
of a segment); thus the travel cost is estimated from the first
stop to (n− 1)th stop.

C =

i=n−1∑
i=1

(
Ai · ti +Bi · t2i

)
(12)

where, A and B are number of persons sitting and standing
in a transit vehicle respectively. t is travel time from stop
i to i + 1. To compare the different transit choices, the
crowding index for each transit choice (transit path) is defined
in Equation (13).

CI =
C

Cmax
(13)

Cmax = Ac ·
i=n−1∑
i=1

ti +Bc ·
i=n−1∑
i=1

t2i (14)

where Ac and Bc are the sitting and standing capacities,
which may vary depending on the bus type. The latter is
estimated by taking the ratio of standing area and minimum
area for one standing person (m2/ person) thus, may also vary
from region-to-region [27]. Eventually, crowding API returns
the occupancy for each TSR and crowding index for the transit
path, which may include transfers.

F. Realtime Occupancy extractor

In addition to the prediction model for the trip planning
purposes, the real-time occupancy is also included in the
passenger information system (see Section III). To add the
functionality of real-time occupancy in each bus using the
CCTV cameras installed in the transit vehicles, the present
study integrates the algorithms from literature, which is briefly
described in this section.

The detection of a person is done using the MobileNet SSD
(Single-shot detector) Caffe model of OpenCV [42], [43]1. For
tracking a person inside the video file, the Centroid tracking
algorithm [44] of OpenCV has been used and based on it, an
object id is assigned to a person as long as the person is in

1see https://github.com/mailrocketsystems/AIComputerVision

https://github.com/mailrocketsystems/AIComputerVision
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the frame. If the person goes out of the frame, the object is
de-registered. Then, the count of these ids are used to get the
Live person count (LPC). In the final output, three parameters
are available including FPS (frames per second), LPC (Live
person count) and OPC (Overall person count). LPC is for the
current number of persons present in the frame and OPC is
for all the people who have been detected till now. Thus, to
show the real-time occupancy in the transit vehicles, LPC is
integrated in the passenger information system.

III. PASSENGER INFORMATION SYSTEM

This work proposes an end-to-end solution in terms of a
passenger information system, which facilitates trip planning
while including the crowding levels at transit stops of each
transit route. The overall schematic is shown in Figure 5 and
explained in the following sections.

Origin

Destination

Departure time

Here public
transit API

Here routing  
APITransit Choices

Transit-stop 
map matching

Static
GTFS

GTFS-based
transit Choices

Crowding  
toolbox

Crowding index
& occupancy

Matched
transit

stops &
routes

Transit Choices
with dynamic

crowding levels

Fig. 5. Schematic of the proposed work

A. Transit stop map matching
At first, a transit-stop map-matching approach is developed.

This will be executed only once in the passenger information
system. As explained in Section II, the crowding index for
each transit choice and occupancy for each transit segment
are predicted using the CB-LSTM model (see Sections II-C
and II-D). For the prediction model, ETM data is used which
is based on GTFS. On the other hand, to get the transit choices
from origin and destination, Here public transit API is used
and the resulting choices does not match with the GTFS
and are incomplete (absence of intermediate transit stops).2

2Use of Here public transit API is not essential, see Section III-B.

Clearly, a query to crowding toolbox will be successful only
if transit route from the router has same route name/ number,
stop name/ number as that of the GTFS. Therefore, there is
a need to match the transit routes from HERE public transit
API with GTFS.

The steps for transit-stop map-matching approach are shown
in Figure 5 and are described below.
(a) Firstly, for each transit route in GTFS, a unique, non-

overlapping section is identified (manually, by looking on
the map)3.

(b) The unique section is then used as input to Here public
transit API (i.e., at most one transit route).

(c) The resulting route from Here public transit API is mapped
to the transit route in GTFS.

(d) In absence of the departure times at stops in GTFS, stop-
to-stop travel times are determined using Here routing
API4 version 7.

Thus, the product of this step is a database which matches the
transit routes of two different sources and include stop-to-stop
travel times. Thus, the database is named as “ matched transit
stop & routes database”. This database is used for every query
on passenger information system as shown in Figure 5.

B. Transit routing

In order to provide various choices to the passengers, a
transit router is required. Traditional transit router provides
transit routes based on the schedule and may also include the
real-time congestion pattern. Since development of a transit
router is beyond the scope of this work, an existing transit
router is used as a placeholder and modified as per the
need to match with the available GTFS. For a better and
efficient implementation, a GTFS-based configurable routers
(e.g., RAPTOR [46]) can be used.

In the present work, HERE public transit API5, version 8
is used to get the transit choices for a given origin-destination
pair and departure time. These choices are then passed from
the matched transit stop & routes database, which provides
transit choices as per GTFS.

C. Integration of crowding levels in the transit choices

The crowding index and occupancy for each transit choice
are the output of crowding API (see Section II-E). To get
these, a request is sent to crowding API; the request consists
of the series of transit stops, connecting routes and stop-to-
stop travel times. The API returns the crowding index for each
GTFS-based transit choice and predicted occupancy for each
segment of the transit choice.

After getting the crowding indices for all transit choices,
the choices are sorted based on the crowding indices and
showed to the users in increasing order of crowding index.
For users’ convenience, the passenger information system

3In contrast to the manual work, for a larger scenario this can be scripted,
see [45].

4See https://developer.here.com/documentation/routing/dev guide/topics/
introduction.html

5see https://developer.here.com/documentation/public-transit/dev guide/
routing/index.html

https://developer.here.com/documentation/routing/dev_guide/topics/introduction.html
https://developer.here.com/documentation/routing/dev_guide/topics/introduction.html
https://developer.here.com/documentation/public-transit/dev_guide/routing/index.html
https://developer.here.com/documentation/public-transit/dev_guide/routing/index.html
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shows only four distinct crowding levels. They are “many
seats available”, “few seats available”, “many standing spaces
available”, “few standing spaces available” (see Figure 5).
Though, it is possible to configure the numbers to classify the
crowding levels for a transit choice. The present work simply
split the crowding index in four equal ranges to show the four
crowding levels for a transit choice. Higher is the crowding
index, fewer sitting/ standing spaces are available for most of
the segments of the transit choice.

If the user disable the option to show the choices based on
crowding index, the earliest departure choice is shown first.
The occupancy levels for all transit stops are shown if a user
opt to see the details by selecting one of the transit choice.

IV. CASE STUDY: BHUBANESWAR, INDIA

A. Overview of study area

In the present study, Bhubaneswar is selected as a case
study due to the availability of the historical ticketing data.
Bhubaneswar is the capital of Odisha, named as ‘Temple city’
of India. Currently, more than 1.1. million persons lives in
Bhubaneswar.

In Bhubaneswar, only bus service (called as ‘MO’ bus) is
available as a public transit system and operated by Capital
Region Urban Transport (CRUT) on 40 routes.

B. ETM and GTFS data

For this work, three months (Dec. 2019 to Mar. 2020) of
ETM data is used. The ETM data is provided by CRUT
Bhubaneswar and static GTFS data is obtained from [47].
The transit vehicles include Air-conditioned (AC) and non-AC
buses with varying capacities (e.g., 43 seats in regular buses
and 23 seats in midi buses). However, only part of the data
(i.e., vehicle type) is available for Feb. 2020 and therefore, a
uniform seating and standing capacities are used in the present
study; they are 40 and 22 respectively. In case of different
seating capacities, it can be taken as input to the crowding
API (see Section II-E), which will use it to determine the
crowding indices. It will not affect the prediction model.

The ETM data has details like ticket date, depot name, bus
number, route number, trip number, mode of payment, origin
stop id, destination stop id, passenger type, passenger count,
etc. There are 375 stations in the GTFS data. Clearly, many of
those stations offer the transfer functionality (serve multiple
routes) at different time of the day. This highlights the need
of transit stop relations (see Section II-B2).

Figure 6 shows the average hourly passenger volume for all
buses putting together at different days of the week. It exhibits
the typical two-peak patterns, and has minor variation for
different days of the weekdays. The morning peak is smaller
than evening peak for weekends, which is also a commonly
known pattern.

Figures 7 and 8 exhibit the variation in the ridership index
for different stops of transit route 11 (starting at Nandan Vihar)
and for different days of the week at stop Aacharya Vihar of
the transit route 11, respectively. The former highlights the
spatial and temporal variations over the transit route. It can
also be observed that the ridership indices of multiple columns
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Fig. 6. Average passenger volume during days of the week at different times
of the day
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Fig. 7. Variation of ridership index for transit route 11 on 6th Jan 2021
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Fig. 8. Variation of ridership index at different time of the day and day of
the week for Aacharya Vihar transit stop

are similar (i.e., common color patterns of multiple columns),
which highlights that a common model can be developed
for such transit stops. Thus, a clustering model is developed.
Further, the latter figure demonstrates the variation for times
of the days and day of the week for a transit stop. Clearly, this
emphasizes the need of spatio-temporal prediction model and
therefore, the clustering model is followed by a time-series
mode.

C. Clustering output
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Fig. 9. Simplified representation of clusters (affinity propagation)
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Fig. 10. Bus stops in Bhubaneswar, different color shows the different cluster.

From 375 transit stops, 1644 unique relations for each
transit stop and transit route are prepared (if a stop is served by
5 transit routes, it will be counted 5 times). For the given data,
total number of timebins are 2208; removing non-operation
hours leaves 1656 timebins. Thus, in total RITSR,r are about
2.7 million. On the application of affinity propagation (AP)
clustering, 41 clusters are formed. The affinity between the
transit tops to form a cluster can be visualized from Figure 9;
it shows the simplified representation of 21 clusters. For this,
the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is employed, which
explains the clusters using two features only.

Figure 10 shows the result of AP clustering. To show the
spatial distribution of 41 clusters from 1644 unique relations
for each transit stop and transit route, different shapes (e.g.,
circle, triangle, square, etc.) and colors are used. Different
sizes are used to show overlapping transit stops. It can be
observed that due to affinity, the transit stops from one of the
transit route may belong to different clusters and same stop
from different transit routes may belong to different clusters
(i.e., overlapping points in Figure 10).
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Fig. 11. A temporal distribution of ridership indices for 6th Jan.

Finally, a temporal distribution of ridership indices is shown
in Figure 11. Clearly, to form the clusters, whole data is
used but for representation purpose, three clusters are showing
three different temporal distributions for a day. In each cluster,
the ridership patterns for different TSRs look similar, which

confirms the validation of results from the affinity propagation
clustering.

D. LSTM output
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Fig. 12. Prediction results on train and test data for one of the randomly
selected TSR in each cluster (7, 25 and 39)

An LSTM model is trained for each cluster. Model archi-
tecture of each cluster in the time-series model is decided
so as to get the minimum root mean squared error (RMSE)
for each TSR lying in the cluster. For the training, various
hyper tuning parameters are used. For instance, cluster 39
has 29 TSRs, which performs good with one hidden layer
with 32 nodes. In this, the lookback factor (ℓ) is taken as 15.
Finally, a fully connected layer has two nodes corresponding
to passenger count and boarding TSR. The average RMSE
values for cluster 7, 25 and 39 on training data are 4.061,
5.039 and 4.305 respectively. The same on test data are 2.776,
3.837 and 4.425 respectively. Clearly, the lower RMSE values
highlights the good performance of these models, which has
simple architecture. With an increasing level of complexity in
the model, the accuracy may be even higher.

The LSTM results for one of the randomly selected TSR
in each cluster are illustrated in Figure 12. For instance, in
cluster 7, TSR30 of transit route 20 in downstream direction
is selected. The RMSE values on train and test data for this
TSR are 3.44 & 2.19 respectively. Similarly, the RMSE values
for the selected TSR in cluster 25 and 39 are 3.87 & 3.34 and
2.12 & 2.46 respectively. The prediction results for clusters
25 and 39 are in good sync with the actual data. However,
the prediction on part of the train and test data in cluster 7 is
unable to accurately predict the very low passenger counts. It
is happening due to the sudden change in the pattern (refer to
blue lines after 2 months of the ETM data in Figure 12a), and
plausibly, can be eliminated with longer duration data.

E. Transit choices with dynamic crowding levels

As indicated in the Section III and demonstrated in Figure 5,
the final product is a passenger information system (see Fig-
ure 13). In this, PIS, a passenger can enter origin, destination
and departure time (see Figure 13a). The resulting interface
shows the various transit choices (see Figure 13b), which are
differentiated by the crowding levels by default. To represent
the crowding levels intuitively, different colors and images are
used. Further, Figure 13c shows the interface after selecting
the one of the choices. In this, the occupancy for all transit
segments are shown, which gives more clarity for the crowding
levels on the transit routes. If the passenger would like to take
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(a) Input interface (b) Transit choices (c) Occupancy details

Fig. 13. Inputs and results summary interfaces of PIS

the earliest available bus, the ‘covid-19-safety’ switch can be
turned off.

V. CONCLUSION

To facilitate the passenger in planning their trips as per the
dynamic crowding levels in the public transit system, this study
proposed a real-time passenger information system (PIS) and
integrated a crowding prediction model in it. The proposed
prediction model used affinity propagation for clustering of
transit segment relations (TSR) using ridership indices. After-
ward, an LSTM model is developed for each cluster which
returns the dynamic passenger counts on each transit route.

Three months of ETM data for public bus system of
Bhubaneswar, India was used to demonstrate the PIS frame-
work. The lower RMSE values of the models showed good
performance of the proposed model and emphasized the po-
tential of the proposed framework for other cities.

From the perspective of transit operators, the proposed
crowding prediction model can be used for optimal allocation
of resources. From the passengers’ point of view, the use of
this PIS can help them in reducing the waiting times at the
transit stop as well as in opting for the right departure time
and transit route to experience the lesser crowding. The PIS
framework is structured in a way that the real-time crowding
levels can also be integrated, which will be useful for the last
minute trips. In future, the authors wish to (a) use a dedicated
GTFS-transit router (b) integrate a dynamic bus scheduling
tool for the operators and (c) incorporate real-time crowding
levels in the PIS.
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